. In contrast, clones within the wing margin grow along the D/V border ( Figures 1B and 1C,  arrow) [1, 2] . We have considered the dorsal-ventral (D/V) boundary ( Figure 1B) as a reference to measure the orientation of cell divisions during wing disc development (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures available with this article online). We observe a striking relationship between the shape of the clones ( Figure  1B ) and the orientation of cell divisions ( Figure 1E and Figures S1A and S1B) . Thus, the majority of cells divide along the proximal-distal (P/D) axis of the wing blade ( Figures 1B and 1F) ; 59.4% (n = 549) of mitoses form angles higher than 55°with respect to the D/V boundary, while only 13.8% are lower than 35°( Figure 1H ). In contrast, in the wing margin, most cells divide nearly parallel to the D/V boundary ( Figures 1B and 1G Figure 1K ). The orientation of the first cell division tends to be maintained in subsequent divisions, since we observe that 57% (n = 121) of clones of four cells form straight lines of one cell width. Although these results suggest that the cell relocation plays a minor role to define the clone shape, we can not rule out that this process might refine clone shapes and therefore organ shape. Finally, we suggest that the width of the clones mainly depends on the general probability of OCD.
Early-induced clones also show an elongated shape along the P/D axis of the wing [1] . Accordingly, most of the cell divisions in the second instar wing discs appear with a P/D orientation ( Figures 1I and 1J) . In everted wings in pupae, most cells also divide preferentially along the P/D axis [12] , indicating that the correlation between the orientation of cell divisions and the shape of the clones is maintained throughout development [1, 2] .
Interestingly, the orientation of postmitotic daughter cells, analyzed in clones of two cells ( Figure 1J ), conserve the positions determined by the angle of the OCD ( Figure 1K ). The orientation of the first cell division tends to be maintained in subsequent divisions, since we observe that 57% (n = 121) of clones of four cells form straight lines of one cell width. Although these results suggest that the cell relocation plays a minor role to define the clone shape, we can not rule out that this process might refine clone shapes and therefore organ shape. Finally, we suggest that the width of the clones mainly depends on the general probability of OCD.
To evaluate the general requirement of OCD in organogenesis, we analyzed the patterns of mitotic orientation in other wing disc regions. The thorax shows an isodiametric morphology, and mitotic recombination clones grow isodiametrically (Figure 2A ) [2] . Accordingly, we failed to find any preferential orientation of the planar axes of cell divisions ( Figures 2B and 2C ). In the peripodial epithelium, we also observe that the orientation of cell divisions (data not shown) define the characteristic shape of the clones [2] . As in the wing blade, The general requirement of the OCD in the definition of wing disc morphology led us to study the contribution of this process to the development of other organs. We analyzed the pattern of cell-division orientations during eye disc development. The dorsoventral midline of the Drosophila eye is known as the equator and defines a line of mirror-image symmetry, with ommatidia on each side having opposite chirality [13] . This clonal boundary also plays an important role in the patterning and growth of the eye [13, 14] . Clones in the eye grow symmetrically oblique with respect to the equator (Figure 2D) [15] . During eye development, an indentation known as the morphogenetic furrow (MF) marks the front of a wave of differentiation that sweeps from posterior to anterior across the disc ( Figure 2D, arrowheads) [13, 16] . We monitored the orientation of cell di- visions with respect to the MF in the region anterior to the furrow ( Figure 2E ). The orientation of mitotic spindles in most mitotic figures in the ventral half of the eye discs form angles between 40°and 60°, whereas in the dorsal half, they form angles between 120°and 140°( Figure 2F ). In the eye disc, the postmitotic cell allocation again reflects the orientation of mitosis ( Figure  S1H ). We also tried to measure the orientation of cell divisions in a tube-shaped organ like the leg, but the highly folded epithelial organization of these discs prevented us from reaching any clear conclusion. However, clones in the adult legs appear narrow, running proximodistally over several joints [2] . The results indicate that the OCD may be a general mechanism to generate shape during organogenesis.
One interesting group of genes involved in the orientation of cell divisions during Zebrafish gastrulation [5] and growth of shoot apex in Arabidopsis S2B and data not shown) . In contrast to control wing discs and wild-type clones, we observe that the orientation of cell divisions is randomized in ds mutant cells (wing discs or ds mutant clones) ( Figures 3C-3F and Figures S2A-S2C) . Accordingly, postmitotic cells do not show any preferential orientation ( Figure S2D ). The rounded shape and disturbed OCD is also observed in clones of ds-or ft-expressing cells ( Figure  S2E ) and in adult wings where ds or ft is ectopically expressed using the UAS/G4 system [22] (Figures S2F  and S2G and data not shown) . Similar results are observed in the eye imaginal discs (compare Figure 4 with Figures 2E and 2F) . These results suggest that the polarization cues mediated by PCP genes are required for the control of the orientation of cell division and, therefore, are involved in organ shape definition. Our findings show that some of the genes required for PCP are acting in early stages of the development, suggesting that the base for PCP may be established during larval development [23] . The conserved function of PCP genes controlling OCD in different organisms [5, 24] suggests that this process might be an evolutionary mechanism in organ shape definition. Although the mechanistic details underlying the new functions of PCP genes are unknown, it is likely that the asymmetric cell distribution of a classical core of PCP proteins is not required. Finally, we observed similar phenotypes in both the lack and excess of function for ds and ft, suggesting that the default organ shape is circular when the cell polarization is disrupted. To conclude, we propose that the shape of organs can be accounted for by the oriented pattern of cell divisions rather than postmitotic relocation of proliferating cells. However, how the preferential orientation is topologically determined is poorly understood. We speculate that the orientation of cell divisions in different territories during development may result from the integration of signals coming from restriction borders (major references to grow) and territorial local cell interactions. The existence of clusters of cell synchronized, in the same stage of the cell cycle, support the idea of a local control of cell proliferation [4] . We have found that the orientations of cell divisions in these clusters tend to be highly aligned (data not shown), suggesting also a local control of OCD superimposed to more general and long-range signals. Although the signals exchanged between neighboring cells to determine local OCD are still unknown, it is likely that a subset of PCP genes could be involved in this process. 
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